Using the Microtonal-ism Workstation
This manual will take you through the process
of starting a pitch tracking session.

On the desktop you will find a Rosegarden
manual which details the regular features of
Rosegarden.
There are many other programs installed on this
machine. All other programs can be accessed
through the 'Gnome Menu'.

1. Starting the Jack Sound Server

If you do not see this, click this icon
in the middle of the top panel to
start the controller.

Jack is controlled by the program
QJackCtl. If this program is running
you will see this icon in the system
tray in the top right corner of your
screen.
If this icon displays a 'stop' sign, right
click the icon and click 'START'.

Start fluidsynth with this icon

2. Starting Fluidsynth

Start fluidsynth with this icon

Fluidsynth must be connected to the
sound server. To edit connections, rightclick on the Jack Control icon and select
'Connections'

In the connections window, there are two panels,
'Audio' and 'MIDI'. Select the Audio panel to edit
audio connections. Select Fluidsynth in the left pane
and alsa_pcm in the left pane. Now click 'Connect'. A
curve should appear to indicate that fluidsynth output
is connected to Alsa input (enabling fluidsynth to be
heard through the speakers).

Fluidsynth must be connected to the
sound server. To edit connections, rightclick on the Jack Control icon and select
'Connections'

To use the keyboard with Fluidsynth:
Select the MIDI panel. You should see the
keyboard appear in the left pane. Select the
keyboard in the left pane, and Fluidsynth in the
left. Now click connect.

3. Using Rosegarden
Click this icon to start Rosegarden

This is the desktop of the CMT workstation

Open a file by selecting 'Open' from
the file menu.

Rosegarden files are contained in
the folder
/home/user/rosegarden
If this directory is not shown, click
the 'Home Folder' icon, and then
double-click the rosegarden
directory in the file list.
This demonstration will use
melismata.rg, so select the file and
click 'Open'.

This is the 'Segment View'.
Melismata contains three segments
(green boxes) which are located on
three separate tracks.
The Scordatura segment contains
music which has been translated to
provide playback though
Fluidsynth.
The Clarinet segment contains the
actual music. This is used for pitch
tracking.
The 'Click Track' contains a click
track which is played through
Fluidsynth.

To view the music contained in a
segment, right-click the segment
and select 'Open in NotationView'.
Alternatively you can double-click
on the segment.

To view the music contained in a
segment, right-click the segment
and select 'Open in NotationView'.
Alternatively you can double-click
on the segment.

Transport controls (Start, Stop Rew.
etc) can be found on the floating
transport window, or in the toolbar
of most Rosegarden view windows.

To hear the piece played through
Fluidsynth, you may have to
instruct Rosegarden to play the
scordatura track and the click track
through Fluidsynth.

Fluidsynth is configured to use three
different tunings on three seperate
channels. To hear the music using a
different tuning, assign the track to a
different channel.

The Scordatura segment is
contained in the first track.
Immediately to the left of the
segment are some track controls.

NB Only the scordatura segment will
sound correct with 19-tone tunings.
Similarly, only the actual music will
sound correct with 12-ET.

Click the right button on the track
where it displays <untitled>. This
will display a menu of possible
devices. Fluidsynth will be appear
as 'MIDI soft synth'. Move the
mouse to this item and a list of
channels will appear. Click on the
channel 'MIDI soft synth #1' to
select this channel for playback.

Channel 1 = 19 tone equal tempered
Channel 2 = 19 tone extended meantone
Channel 3 = 12 tone equal tempered

Repeat this process for the click
track using channel number 10.
If you press Rewind to put the song
position to the begining, and press
Play, you should now hear output
from fluidsynth.

You may not always want to hear
both the accompaniement and the
click track.
Tracks can be 'muted' by clicking
the blue button in the track controls
to the left of the segment. An 'unlit'
button indicates the track will be
silent.
In the example shown, the
Scordatura track has been muted,
thus only the click track will be
audible when the piece is playing.

If you wish to change the tempo,
navigate the menu as indicated to
bring up the tempo dialog.

Adjust the tempo in the box on the
top of the dialog.
Be sure to select 'Apply this tempo
to the whole composition', and press
'OK'.

To open a pitch tracking window,
right-click on the clarinet segment
and select 'Open in PitchTracker'.

The input source should be set to
either alsa_pcm:capture_1 or
alsa_pcm:capture_2.

When the window opens, you will
be presented with the preferences
dialog.

If the pitch tracker seems to have
trouble identifying the pitch, you
may want to try an alternative pitch
tracking method.
To improve results, select 'Ignore
Octave Errors'
The graph resolution determines the
height of the graph in cents, and the
length of the graph in seconds.
To select a tuning, first select the
tuning system eg. 12ET. Now select
a 'Tuning'. Currently there should
be only one 'Tuning' option 'A'.

Should you wish to change these
preferences during use, click in the
region of the pitch graph.

NOTE: the pitch tracker view has
transport icons at the top of the
window. The pitch tracker will only
start if play is pressed in this
toolber. The transport will NOT
start the pitch tracker.

The screenshot shows an example
of the pitch tracker in use. The
horizontal axis in the middle of the
graph represents the target
frequency.
The blue line plots the detected
frequency, which scrolls to the left
as time progresses. If the line
appears above the middle of the
graph, the detected frequency is A flat red line indicates that the
higher than the target frequency. input is too quiet for the tracker to
detect, or the input is not setup
correctly.
Vertical grey lines traversing the
graph indicate note start/end points.

4. Other programs

This is the desktop of the CMT workstation

Meterbridge
Meterbridge will monitor audio input
levels. This will let you know if sound is
coming through and whether the
amplitude is too low or too high.

Aumix
Aumix controls input and output levels on
the soundcard.
For the pitch tracker to detect audio from a
microphone, the microphone must be
turned up and selected for capture.
The fader to the left of the word 'Mic'
adjusts the recording volume. The button
to the left of this Enables the microphone
for recording. The microphone is selected
in this example

